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January 22, 2007 - ADC KRONE Launches TrueNet Physical Layer
Management Solutions
ADC KRONE a leading provider of communications network infrastructure solutions,
today announced its launch of TrueNet® Physical Layer Management (PLM) solutions.
Designed to cater the future needs of network managers, TrueNet PLM will reduce the
cost of network ownership by solving issues like unplanned downtime, inefficient
manual moves, adds and changes, redundant ports, and inaccurate records.
TrueNet PLM combines leading connectivity technology with Intelligent Physical Layer
Management providing complete end-to-end, real time control and management of
enterprise copper and fiber networks. Supplied through ADC KRONE's fully trained and
approved TrueNet integrators, the TrueNet PLM solution comes with the TrueNet
warranty. The active hardware is configured in a hierarchical layout and is the interface
between the PLM Patch Panels, providing the management software with all relevant
data to scan connectivity changes within the physical layer.
“Market growth in structured cabling has impacted the increase in large network
deployments and the demand for higher bandwidth, and the TrueNet PLM solutions
provide an effective way to address these requirements,” said Dileep Kumar, product
manager, structured cabling for ADC KRONE. “TrueNet PLM contains indicators and
controllers to identify racks in larger communication rooms and to assist with the work
order process or other maintenance operations.”
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About the TrueNet Portfolio
The TrueNet Structured Cabling System, a highly reliable, end-to-end system, is
designed to meet the unique network infrastructure needs of enterprises, backed by the
industry's only true Zero Bit-Error Warranty that guarantees signal integrity and
network throughput. Featuring proven cable, connectivity, and cable management
solutions for Fiber, 10 Gigabit Ethernet over UTP, and Category 6/5e from the data
center to the desktop, TrueNet is installed in high-performance networks worldwide.

-moreAbout ADC KRONE
ADC serves its customers as ADC KRONE in the Europe/Middle East/Africa, Asia-Pacific
regions of the world. ADC KRONE provides the network infrastructure equipment and
services needed to deliver voice, video, Internet and data communications around the
world. Wireline, wireless, cable, enterprise, and broadcast network operators rely on
ADC offerings to deliver bandwidth intensive, high-speed services to residential, business
and mobile subscribers. ADC (NASDAQ: ADCT) has sales into more than 130 countries.
Learn more about ADC KRONE at www.adckrone.com.
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